Abstract: Quantification of image clutter plays an important role in predicting target acquisition performances of a photoelectric imaging system due to the strong effect of optoelectronic image clutter. Accuracy in predicting the targeting performance of previous reported clutter metrics was relatively low because of disadvantages, such as lack of ability to accurately quantify the image with complex clutters and threshold selection problem. To address this problem, a novel multidirectional-difference-Hash-based (MDHash-based) image clutter metric is proposed in this paper. Initially, an image similarity measure method based on multidirectional difference hash is established. Then, this method is applied to the quantification of image clutter, and an MDHash-based image clutter metric is obtained. A comparative experiment is conducted using Search_2 dataset. Results show that the proposed clutter metric correlates effectively with probability of detection, false alarm rate, and search time of observers.
Introduction
During the target acquisition process of a photoelectric imaging system, image clutter may obscure or interfere with the target to be acquired, thereby seriously affecting the target acquisition performance [1] - [3] . Thus, quantifying the image clutter is important to evaluate the target acquisition performance of a photoelectric imaging system. On the one hand, the quantification can be used to predict the target acquisition performance [4] , [5] , including probability of detection (PD) [4] , false alarm rate (FAR) [6] , and search time (ST) [7] . On the other hand, it can also be used to develop a correcting model to enhance the performance of the existing prediction model [8] , [9] .
Schmieder et al. proposed a statistical variance (SV) model in 1983 [10] , which was simple and easy to calculate, but the description of complex clutter images was not sufficiently accurate. With in-depth understanding of the human visual system (HVS), numerous image clutter metrics based on HVS characteristics have been proposed, such as the following: (1) Clutter metrics based on human eye sensitivity to contrast, such as edge strength (ES) [11] and peak signal (PS) [12] , etc. These clutter metrics have threshold selection problems that have to be determined according to the specific conditions of each image. Thus, the calculation results obtained by different observers are not comparable. (2) Clutter metrics based on human eye sensitivity to image texture, such as co-occurrence matrix (COM) [13] . These metrics are only applicable to the scenes with obvious texture distribution in the image. As the COM needs to be calculated multiple times, the calculation amount is large. Furthermore, a threshold selection problem exists. (3) Clutter metrics based on human eye sensitivity to image structure. The most representative is target structural similarity image metric (TSSIM) [14] , which has no threshold selection problem, thereby leading to a unique result. However, similar to SV, the description of complex clutter images is not sufficiently accurate.
On the other hand, an image hash is a short sequence of numbers extracted according to the unidirectional mapping of the content features of the image, which can be used to identify the image [15] , [16] . The similarity of two images could be reflected by comparing the corresponding two hash values. In this study, a multidirectional difference hash (MDHash) algorithm is designed, in which the MDHash of an image is obtained by comparing the gray values between adjacent pixels in four directions. Then, the similarity of two images can be measured by the Hamming distance of the corresponding two MDHashes, so that an image similarity measure method based on MDHash is established. Finally, this image similarity measure method is applied to the quantification of image clutter, and an MDHash-based image clutter metric is proposed. Experimental results show that the proposed MDHash-based clutter metric has stronger correlation with PD, FAR, and ST than the clutter metrics SV and TSSIM.
Theory

MDHash of Images
The hash algorithm can convert various forms of multimedia into hash values. For an image, the hash value is a binary coded array. Theoretically, the larger the difference between two images, the larger the difference between the corresponding hash values.
In this paper, an MDHash algorithm is designed, in which the hash values are calculated according to the difference of the gray values between the current pixel (A in Fig. 1 ) with the adjacent pixels in four directions, i.e., right pixel of the same row (B in Fig. 1 ), lower pixel of the same column (C in Fig. 1 ), upper right pixel (D in Fig. 1 ), and lower right pixel (E in Fig. 1 ). Therefore, for one image, four hash values called horizontal, vertical, oblique upward, and oblique downward can be obtained.
If the gray value of the current pixel is greater than that of the right pixel of the same row, the horizontal hash value of the current coordinate is marked as 1. Otherwise, the horizontal hash value is 0, as expressed in the following equation:
where G (x, y) and G (x, y + 1) are the gray values at coordinates (x, y) and (x, y + 1) of image G , respectively. Furthermore, H 1 (x, y) is the horizontal hash value at coordinate (x, y).
Similarly, the vertical, oblique upward, and oblique downward hash values can be calculated by the following equations: Vertical hash value:
Oblique upward hash value:
Oblique downward hash value:
For an image with size of (n + 1) × (n + 1), the horizontal, vertical, oblique upward and oblique downward hash values are 2D matrixes with size of (n + 1) × n, n × (n + 1), n × n, and n × n, respectively. The MDHash is obtained with the size of n × n × 4 by combining the four 2D matrixes into a 3D matrix after removing the last row of the horizontal hash and the last column of the vertical hash.
Similarity Function for MDHashes
The MDHash function calculates similar MDHash values for similar images. Suitable measures must be used to compare two MDHashes. In this study, the Hamming distance is selected to measure the similarity of two MDHash values, which is a measurement of the difference of two strings [17] . The two strings to be measured are the MDHash values of the two images.
Let x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) denote a string of length n, and y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n ) denote a string with the same length. Then, the Hamming distance between x and y is
To calculate the Hamming distance of two binary coded strings, an exclusive OR (XOR) operation can be used. Let a and b denote two binary coded strings of equal length. Then, the Hamming distance is equal to the number of ones in a ⊕ b.
The MDHash of an image is a 3D matrix composed of binary coded numbers. The matrix has a size of n × n × 4, so the Hamming distance of two MDHashes can be calculated as follows:
where H d1 and H d2 denote the MDHashes of two images, with size of n × n × 4. If the Hamming distance of two MDHashes D (H d1 , H d2 ) is smaller, then the two images are more similar.
Method
Overall Process
The flowchart of the MDHash-based image clutter metric is illustrated in Fig. 2 3) The similarity between target image T and each image block is calculated. 
4) The MDHash-based image clutter metric C MDH , which is defined as the mean value of the N Hamming distance
is calculated, as shown in the following equation:
In step 1) of the preceding process of MDHash-based image clutter, the background image is divided into N image blocks. If the background image is averagely divided, then the block boundary cannot be fully considered. Therefore, an overlapping block method is adopted to make a certain overlap of the adjacent image blocks. In this study, the overlapping regions of the adjacent two image blocks in the horizontal and vertical directions occupy half of the total area of the image block, as shown in Fig. 3 .
In Fig. 3 , the size of the divided image block is A × B , and the size of the overlapping area is a × b, where a = A /2, b = B /2. In particular, the horizontal size of the image blocks in the last column is a + mod (M , a) , and the vertical size of the images blocks in the last row is b + mod(N , b) (e.g., image blocks 4 and 5 in Fig. 3 ). 
Image Similarity Measure Based on MDHash
The process of image similarity measure based on MDHash is briefly presented in Fig. 4 .
According to Fig. 4 , the process of the image similarity measure based on MDHash consists of the following steps: 1) Image A is converted into a grayscale image with the widely used MATLAB function rgb2gray(), i.e., Eq. (9), and the size is compressed to (n + 1) × (n + 1), which is denoted as G A .
G S val
where G S val denotes the grayscale values of the converted grayscale image; R , G , and B denote the red, green, and blue components of the color image, respectively. 2) The horizontal, vertical, oblique upward and oblique downward hash values of G A , are calculated, respectively. Then, the MDHash of image A is obtained.
3) The MDHash of image B is calculated in the same manner. 4) The image similarity is obtained by calculating the Hamming distance of the two MDHashes.
Experiment and Results
Dataset
The widely used Search_2 dataset was adopted to validate the image clutter metrics, which includes 44 high-resolution color images of various complex natural scenes, the ground truth corresponding to each of these scenes, and subjective detection performance results obtained from 64 observers [18] , [19] . Search_2 dataset has been used in many research fields, such as research on human eye movements, target acquisition modeling, and establishment of HVS model [5] , [20] , [21] .
As only single-target detection is considered in this study, the 4th, 15th, 23rd, and 26th images are ignored because more than one target exists in these images [18] , [19] . In addition, as the PD of the 39th image is extremely low at only 14.5% (the others have the lowest PD of 48.4%), discussing the target acquisition in this case is meaningless. Therefore, the 39th image was also excluded, and only the remaining 39 images were adopted in the experiment.
The relationships between the image clutter metric and PD [5] , FAR [6] , and ST [7] can be expressed by the following three regression models:
where PD pred , FA R pred , and ST pred are the predicted PD, FAR, and ST from the image clutter metric, respectively; C is the image clutter metric; PD total = 0.998 is the total probability of detection [6] , [22] ; and E , C 50 , which is the value of C when PD = 50%, x, y are the parameters of the regression models.
The extent of the agreement between the evaluated clutter metrics and the parameters (PD, FAR, and ST) from the Search_2 dataset can be assessed by calculating their correlation coefficient, namely, Pearson (r p ), Kendall rank (r k ), and Spearman's rank (r s ). Three clutter metrics are assessed, namely, the proposed MDHash-based image clutter metric and two widely used metrics SV [10] and TSSIM [14] , which are denoted by C MDH , C SV , and C SS , respectively.
Results
Three different image clutter metrics and the parameters (PD, FAR, and ST) of 39 images from the Search_2 dataset are presented in Table 1 .
The results of three correlation coefficients and the regression parameters of PD, FAR and ST are presented in Tables 2, 3 and 4, respectively, which indicate that all three correlation coefficients r p , r k , and r s of C MDH are larger than C SV and C SS . The fitting degree of the fitting curves shown in Figs. 5, 6 and 7 can be evaluated by the following four measures introduced in the curve fitting toolbox in MATLAB [23] :
SSE (The Sum of Squares due to Error): the total deviation between the fitted values and the true values. The closer to 0 this value is, the better is the corresponding fitting model. R 2 (Coefficient of Determination): the square of the correlation between the fitted and true values. R 2 is between 0 and 1, and the closer to 1 this value is, the better is the corresponding fitting model. Adjusted R 2 (Adjusted Coefficient of Determination): obtained by adjusting R 2 according to the residual degrees of freedom. Similarly, Adjusted R 2 is between 0 and 1, and the closer to 1 this value is, the better is the corresponding fitting model. RMSE (Root Mean Squared Error): an estimate of the standard deviation of the random component in the data. As with SSE, the closer to 0 this value is, the better is the corresponding fitting model. Tables 5, 6 and 7 show the SSE, R 2 , adjusted R 2 , and RMSE of the fitting curves shown in Fig. 5 , 6 and 7, respectively.
As shown in Table 5 , SSE of C MDH (0.1306) is smaller than C SV (0.3687 ) and C SS (0.4672), R 2 of C MDH (0.7539) is higher than C SV (0.3053) and C SS (0.1197), adjusted R 2 of C MDH (0.7472) is higher than C SV (0.2866) and C SS (0.0959), and RMSE of C MDH (0.05942) is less than C SV (0.0998) and C SS (0.1124). These statistics prove that the fitting degree between C MDH and PD is higher than that of both C SV and C SS . Similarly, as shown in Tables 6 and 7 , the fitting degrees between C MDH and both FAR and ST are higher than those of C SV and C SS .
Conclusion
An MDHash algorithm was designed, in which the MDHash of an image could be obtained by comparing the gray values between adjacent pixels in four directions. Then, an image similarity measure method based on MDHash was established. The similarity of two images was measured by the Hamming distance of the corresponding two MDHashes. Finally, an MDHash-based image clutter metric was proposed by pooling the similarity measure to be a clutter metric.
The experimental results showed that three correlation coefficients between the proposed MDHash-based image clutter metric and the parameters (PD, FAR, and ST) of Search_2 were superior to the comparative image clutter metrics. Furthermore, the RMSE was smaller than the comparative image clutter metrics, thereby indicating that the proposed MDHash-based image clutter metric performaned better in predicting the PD, FAR and, ST than the image clutter metrics SV and TSSIM.
